Crime Alert: Cell Phone Taken from a Person

On 03/11/13 at about 10:00pm, two subjects followed a female from the University Extension parking lot east drive way to the south sidewalk in front of 1100 Everton Place. The female was approached and grabbed from behind by one of the suspects. The suspect demanded the victim’s belongings. The victim gave him her iPhone 4s. The suspects ran on foot northbound through the parking lot east of the UNEX parking structure to a waiting vehicle. The victim was not injured.

Suspect descriptions:
• 2 Black males, 20-25 years old, wearing black hooded sweatshirts and black basketball shorts, both medium build and about 6’ in height.

Suspect vehicle:
• Possible ’02 Hyundai Accent 2D light grey. Driver of the vehicle was not seen.

UCPD is investigating significant leads in this crime. Please call UCPD at 951-827-5222 if you have any information that may be helpful to this investigation.